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ANIMAL SURVIVAL EVIDENCE
Case Report
By Dr. Adrian Klein
6/3/2014
This paper comes in support of Dr. Zammit's shortly addressing a reader's question regarding
the very important and still quite elusive topic of the "pets' survival" (Issue dated Feb.21 2014). This
topic has always been in the focus of animal lovers' interest, and certainly deserves a most serious
treatment in the overall frame of the survival hypothesis, which gains lately an increasing attention in
respectable academic circles.
This article is aligned with the already published overwhelming database, which interested
people can easily find in the relevant literature along the last few decades. They address in various levels
of depth the evidence for animal survival, often backed by detailed case reports pointing to an
undeniable connection that pet owners are able to keep with their beloved pets after their transition.
Between the best reference sources in this regard are of course Sylvia Barbanell's work "When your
animal dies" (1965), G.N.Tyrell's classical investigations into apparitional phenomena etc. - besides
modern research results made possible by advanced ITC technology and outstanding medialic
performances.
My own experiential database in this regard also includes a most impressive instance, a few
years ago, of my transited cat's early communication with me by the opportunity of an EVP contact with
my mother. The pet addressed me in a loud meowing from the background followed by a short sentence
("I don't feel anymore pains") expressed in my mother tongue (theoretic considerations about this effect
are far beyond the scope of this paper). Similar cases have been reported by ITC investigator Anabela
Cardoso and others. A particularly impressive case related to a dog's reincarnation for a purposefully
preconceived task, outstanding by its complexity, has been reported by well known Brazilian leading ITC
expert Sonia Rinaldi, too (maybe she would kindly consider to disclose this case by herself in a future
Issue of this Journal).
My case report here is limited to some highly impressive contact phenomena I currently have
(on a daily rate!) with my little Miniature Schnauzer, SALLY, who left this physical world at Oct. 08 2013,
01:45 a.m. in the Intensive Care Unit of the University Veterinary Clinic for an undiagnosed pulmonary
complication.
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A few words about her and her quite unprecedented emotional integration into our family
would be in place here, for a wider perspective on this case.
Sally reached her advanced age of 17 after a years-long and sustained intensive supporting care
by special nonconventional means under the loving remote assistance and radiesthetic monitoring of
her health status by regretted American veterinary surgeon Dr. Gloria Dodd. A few months after Dr.
Dodd's own transition as a result of a rapidly invading malignancy, a renal carcinoma has been detected
on Sally's kidney, but seen the malignancy's very early stage and Sally's advanced age, surgical removal
of the tumor has been excluded as available option. Her actual transition had no causal link to this
tumor, and happened "coincidentally" short time after its detection, as already said by a respiratory
dysfunction.
Please consider in this regard Sally's own description of the event of her transition, mediated
through American animal-communicator medium Eileen Laskovec, as quoted in her report dated Nov.4
2013 (the medium's comments are introduced in small fonts):
"I was taken to heaven by strings" -

she shows 3 or 4 people-spirits in heaven, they have

strings from musical instruments. They remained in heaven but could attach the strings to her and pulled her into
the afterlife via the strings."

For authentication of Sally as real source for this Information received, please consider also the
following report Item, one of the many small details totally unknown to the communicator, obviously
referring to a set of acupuncture therapy Sally received shortly before her transition:
""They put pins (needles) in me"

in order to do medical tests/procedures; these could be painful

and she didn't like them"....

Similar pieces of persuasive Information with biographic content, originating in Sally's own
memory and successfully delivered by her, have been independently received by medialic animal
communicator Maureen Harmonay at Oct.15, 2013.
Quite coincidental with the moment of her transition, Mrs. Sonia Rinaldi (my old close friend
sharing with me the love for dogs and therefore daily updated with Sally's condition), receives upon her
own inquiry (on my behalf) in Sao Paulo the unmistakable trans-message from her disembodied friends
(hereby enclosed as wave file):

" Sally ta no fim" (Portuguese) : "Sally is at her end"

Note a relevant authentication of the transcendental Information source: Please listen to Sonia's
own misspelling of Sally's name (with a strong English accent), as compared to the correct phonetic
structure in the recorded reply...
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Also worth to be mentioned here that at the time of this message, no one (the highly specialized
medical staff in the Intensive Care Unit keeping her under observation included!) was aware of Sally's
critical condition !
MOREOVER:
One of the first instances of a special interest and overwhelming persuasive potential in
the connection I have with Sally is her early manifestation in one of the frames of a short movie clip
recorded by Mrs. Sonia Rinaldi shortly after Sally's transition. Please decide by yourself about the
identity of the image, as compared to Sally's life-time photo displayed together with it in this document
kindly shared with me by Sonia:

Note that Sonia herself was not aware of the content of this frame before my drawing her
attention to it! She has been not less surprised of this trans-video apparition effect than me...
At the time of her recording she was unaware even of Sally's breed, assuming she is a puddle.
The breed has been kept intently hidden from her until this picture has been received. Both Sonia and I
have absolutely no shadow of doubt about the recorded apparition's identity with Sally.
But, of course, I couldn't proceed feeling dependent on Sonia's kindness and willingness to seek
specific contact to my beloved little dog. I had to do the work for myself, so I've started looking for Sally
by using a modified Schreiber technique, consisting in recording dynamic random backgrounds on a
Sonny video camera through an attached Oldfield filter (able to diffract visible light into its
monochromatic spectral components, probably more appropriate for intentional modulation by
transcendent agents). The resulting short clips are subsequently analyzed frame by frame for their
content, and relevant structures found this way are saved and further digitally processed for best
outcome. I was no way surprised learning that Sally is able and willing to manifest this way in multiple
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images received daily. In most of them she shows herself alone in different positions and contexts, but
in many instances she appears together with her newly acquired friend dogs in the beyond, or with
people taking care of her (she lives currently with my parents in the Beyond, and in some photo
transmissions she is either with one of them or with both, though sometimes individuals unknown to me
also show up as keeping her on their hands, kissing her or just keeping her face toward the recording
instrumentation for better focus...)
Please compare the few samples hereby attached with her live photo (the one besides Sonia's
trans-image) and decide for yourself whether such images may "condense by chance" upon a random
moving background of cloudy not structured patterns:

Unmistakable frontal view.

More accurate than many of Sally's photos when alive...

Looking at me from a shelf of books.

Looking at me from outside of my window.
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Please note the human hand and fingers assisting in head's
appropriate positioning.

Wet, possibly after a bathing procedure.

Scarcely any need for comments...

Here also a few samples of people connected to her current life in the
Beyond:

My parents holding Sally while sitting on a bench.
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My father with Sally

Another picture of my father with Sally.

Unidentified Lady kissing Sally's nape.

Unidentified Ladies.

Identified family member with strong love for Sally
when both alive.

And how about this short message appearing on the background of a moving curtain?
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In my second mother-tongue, the Romanian Language, the word "LATRU" means "I am barking".... (!)
I leave for everyone's guess WHO is barking there....

Besides the Trans-video channel, Sally used several times my Psychomanteum (materialization
setup according to Dr. Raymond Moody's instructions) for contacting me. In one of these instances, she
succeeded to reach a 3D consistency extruding for a few seconds from the mirror's surface, just to be
quickly withdrawn by an invisible hand acting from behind her, and to progressively disappear into the
background of the setup). She has been occasionally seen also sitting on the floor in the
Psychomanteum by an Oldfield-filter-assisted environmental screening.
Currently I am waiting for a possible full materialization she might initiate in several sittings I will
attend in the UK next month, with world-famous physical mediums David Thompson and Alexander
Stewart...My optimism in this regard is fuelled by various partial materialization effects she lately
performed using for this purpose 3D ash configurations (instantly and effortlessly identified by many
witnesses) in ashtrays, obsessively recurrent pattern generation effects on home-made fried food Items
she liked in her lifetime, various random residual structures from domestic activity etc.

A few Explanatory options.
Exposed to the kind of evidence related to this case, a few different explanatory options might
be enlisted. The reader may select his own seemingly most accurate variant according to his best insight:

1. Intentional fraud of experimenter.
The question arises, how such different images of high complexity and specificity may be
fraudulently produced from not structured rather chaotic backgrounds, in a way that all of them would
be suggesting an undeniable similarity to the purported communicator from beyond.
Moreover, what could be the motivation of the dog's owner to perpetuate a self-deception
investing in it a considerable amount of work and time?

2. Random patterning in visual field.
Everyone even slightly familiar with the calculus of probability would vouch for the astronomical
shift of these images form chance expectation values. At the same time, hundreds of similar pictures
received daily for at least the last 4 months, corroborated with medialic and physical pieces of evidence,
strongly exclude the odds for randomly generated configurations.
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3. Brain-generated patterns.
The most appealing option for "explaining away" the evidence is certainly the conjecture of
pareidolic interpretation of images - according to intense emotional "wishful thinking". Against this
pattern-generating effect ascribed to neuronal constellations of Brain, might be evoked:
a - The wide identical recognizing ability of all the people that knew Sally in her lifetime.
b. - The very different percentage of "positive" images received at different times (while the
analyst always in the same psychological "wishful" condition).
c. - No one doubts Brain's pattern generating ability. Nevertheless, in its most well known
application in clinical psychiatry, the "Rorschach" test, are obviously produced different results with
different people exposed to the same random image. This is sharply deviating from the general consent
of the people concerned with watching the same given image in the cases of the kind addressed here.
d.- And last but not least, the neural netting patterns have no conceivable tendency or "reason"
for self-arrangement along such highly specific target display modalities by pure chance, if not triggered
to do so under a very powerful pre-existing mental input of high accuracy and continuously changing
details. Wishful thinking of experimenter proves to be a very poor candidate as permanently available
trigger, too, because such conjecture would lead to endless similar projection instances related to other
dear departed ones, also, which obviously is not reported to occur.
e. Animistic interpretations miserably fail to fit the particular requirements in this phenomenal
category, too. Psychokinetic projection of this level of accuracy has never been observed neither in
experimental nor experiential room. Telepathic transmission from the living agent is excluded in most of
the cases of receiving events by a third person (as in the aforementioned instance of Mrs. Sonia Rinaldi)
- as neither the possible "agent" (myself) nor the percipient (even not aware of the event in real time
and of the features displayed by the received Item!) may be reasonably implied in a causation link.
Super-ESP conjectures would hardly work in identical ways for repeated and frequent similar
attempts extended upon hundreds of cases piled up in a short time span - without losing their very
definition and essence.
By eliminatory logic, the spiritistic explanatory option seems to reach the highest degree of
probability, if not certainty. The agent is the entity itself driven by a deep intent to appear in a
recognizable form to the percipient each time, having in background the extremely sharp emotional
connection of love built up in time between both (In Sally's case, there are medialic hints for this kind of
link across multiple incarnations).
Unconditional love is possible only in this specific kind of transpersonal links, and it defies Space
and Time constraints building up in a natural way an instant connectivity bridge between the two
different worlds into which such contact field extends.
For most of the readers this is at this point common knowledge. Sally's case comes for them just
as a further proof of its correctness.
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A few hints for more scientifically minded readers.

We are witnessing here one of the "paranormal" effects related to the personality's ability to
preserve its cognitive functions in their integral range (and even to expand them) after its ultimate
disconnection from the transient coupling to a neurocybernetic background, which supplies during
physical lifetime its efficient bidirectional embedding into the energy-controlled domains of
manifestation.
Personality is essentially an Informatic structure, and as such transcends space-time limitations
and constraints, thus escaping conventional physical laws as they apply to the material world. Instead, it
works according to non-computable values that apply in their own realm of manifestation, but which in
certain conditions may modulate energy patterns just as consciousness does in neural network
activation and control during its Brain-coupled functional modus operandi.
Energetic constellations and dynamics are known in conventional physics as obeying Quantum
mechanical laws, which assume the indivisibility of Quanta as discrete Units of energy. Modern research
has nevertheless proven that this assumption is flowed at its very roots. Nobel-prize winning "Fractional
Quantum Hall effect" opened the door for a radical reconsideration of previously accepted tenets,
proving the infinite divisibility of Quanta down to infinitesimal units and combinatorials in the Sub
Quantum range, where relativistic laws break down just as causality as it's currently conceived does.
Sub Quantum entities display a double manifestation ability, namely an Informatic and an
energetic one, though the first has a pro-active function upon the last one (the physics related to these
statements is far beyond the scope of this paper, of course). Therefore, we can fairly see in any
energetic dynamics an expression of a background Informational control.
(Readers more interested in this topic are invited to review our previous papers of more scientific
consistency published in this Afterlife Magazine a few years ago).
Acting from beyond time boundaries, personality components may easily affect energetic
structures we perceive as developing in physical time - by quasi-instant modulation effects due to their
superluminal velocity propagation. This explains the sensory undetectable patterns of very short display
we find in the intently modulated randomness of the energetic background supplied for image detection
purpose, brought about by intention-controlled entropy breakdown. This mechanism applies to any
variant of ITC effects, the trans-video range included.
Of course, the critical point in this picture refers to the real source of the intent at the
origination of the patterning effect we witness as modulator of randomness, at first place.
Does it
originate internal to the physically living Brain structure of the experimenter, or in remote transdimensional Information matrices directly acting on the modulation-prone energetic fields?
This makes all the difference in our investigation, and a brief review of the abbreviated list of
explanatory options in this paper supplies the required stuff for each one's own unbiased judgment. We
strongly encourage further debates on this topic, backed by experimental and experiential evidence of
the kind we referred to in this case report.
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Anyway, I hope to have offered at least a significant relief for many mourning animal lovers,
invited to seriously consider that there is absolutely no difference between the Informatic essence of
the human and animal souls - hence their identical inter-dimensional world line.
This is a law of Nature, not a belief. ..

Sally's Tomb
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